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your web browser on different computers.Q: Squid intranet proxy on Ubuntu Server 11.04 not
working on local network I've got Ubuntu Server 11.04 installed on my laptop (for general use, not
as a proxy server), and everything is working fine. I've got the Squid web proxy setup, and it's
working fine, as is any HTTP connection through it. I'm trying to set up an in-house web proxy on
our local LAN to serve as a quick and dirty front-end for some APIs. I have two Ubuntu 11.04
systems in the LAN, and I can access the internet from either of them just fine. So far so good. On
the proxy server, if I do an echo on the squid.log file it reports, "Squid started." But then nothing
appears in my browser when I open mysquid. Not even a proxy message to say that squid is trying to
fulfill my request. I've tried putting the proxy server in the LAN settings on both Ubuntu systems,
and I've tried putting it in the LAN settings on the proxy server. I can connect to the proxy server by
running a simple curl from the proxy server directly, but I can't connect to it from any of the Ubuntu
systems on the LAN. I've looked all over the web for a solution, but I can't find anything. Any ideas?
A: Thanks to everyone who responded. I ended up writing my own proxy from scratch. Maybe I'll try
to explain what I did here if anyone else has a similar problem. // Send next request $mockNetwork
= MockManager::create();
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